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The Three Princes of Dam Removal
George Jackman

THE WORD “SERENDIPITY” IS TYPICALLY DEFINED AS THE

most iconic migratory species were in deep decline. We

way. In 1754 the English writer Horace Walpole coined
the word based on the Persian fairytale “The Three
Princes of Serendip” (Serendip was the classical
Persian name for Ceylon, now Sri Lanka). The princes
were always making discoveries, either by accident or
ingenuity, for things they weren’t seeking. “Serendipity”
has since inserted itself into the lexicon of scientists
and naturalists who, in their pursuit of knowledge,
occasionally incur surprising discoveries.
What does dam removal have to do with the
etymology of “serendipity”? This story began a number
of years ago with the recognition that the Hudson’s

protect and restore the Hudson River, realized that we
needed a fundamentally new approach to how our rivers
are perceived and managed: in particular, we needed
people to understand that the Hudson’s tributaries are
pathways to critical habitat for our depleted species.
Obsolete dams—remnants from bygone days—should
be removed in order to restore populations of river
herring and American eels. And as we embarked on our
incipient dam removal campaign, pleasant surprises
awaited.
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A Growing Dam Removal Movement
In 2016 Riverkeeper brokered a deal between the
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to use the original Algonkian
name, Jamawissa Creek. As the
two dams were demolished,
spectators cheered to express
their sheer joy at watching rivers
pathways being restored.
When the heavy equipment

#1 on the Jamawissa and formed
white suckers darted upstream.
freshwater irredentists to reclaim
the habitat from which they had
been dispossessed for more than
100 years. Besides removing the

Felt Dam was built. Source: George Jackman.

city of Troy and the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC) to remove an
85-year-old barrier that blocked the Wynants Kill from
days of the barrier’s removal, river herring were seen
85 years. The grand reopening of
this creek not only reestablished
spawning habitat for herring but
also gave birth to a dam removal
movement that is quickly spreading
throughout in the Hudson Valley.
In 2020 Riverkeeper partnered
with the NYSDEC, Westchester
County, the city of Newburgh, and
Orange County to remove two
other primary barriers on two
separate creeks. In late October
2020 we removed the Strooks Felt
Dam, which had straddled the
Quassaick Creek for 136 years.
Other iterations of the dam had
blocked the creek for another 200
years before that. The following
week we removed another barrier—
an unnamed low-head, legacy dam
on Furnace Brook—which we called
Barrier #1. Instead of the colonial
name Furnace Brook, we prefer
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the Jamawissa of a collapsed
concrete bridge and rubble from
another dam that had breached
during Hurricane Floyd. Together,
these barriers had blocked or
impeded free mobility of aquatic
species for well over a century. Though our intention was
to expand habitat for river herring and American eels,
we also discovered black-nosed dace and creeks chubs
reconnected with the Hudson River. Restoring habitat

The Quassaick Creek after the Strooks Felt Dam was removed. Source: George Jackman.
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whereas females have a more
triangle-shaped abdomen.
Discovering blue crabs
freshwater reaches, where they
are entering the food chain of
these newly opened creeks is a
most serendipitous discovery. We
now consider blue crabs another
migratory, catadromous species

Success Breeds Success

Barrier #1 on Jamawissa Creek was demolished in 2020, expanding the habitat for a range of

for river herring and eels is rewarding in itself, but it

In the Quassaick Creek we
had others surprise guests
apart from the pugnacious blue
crab. We discovered that wild
brown trout had accessed the
creek from the Hudson. Brown
trout, an introduced species, are
highly prized by anglers. They
were introduced into New York

Commission, who brought their eggs from Germany. What

establishing themselves in the reconnected creeks.

Welcome Back, Jimmies
As far as I can recall, we have been habituated to the
standard narrative that American eels represent our
only catadromous species. However, the reopening of
our long-blocked creeks revealed another catadromous
species humbly residing in our waterways. Male blue
crabs known as Jimmies were discovered upstream
of both project sites. Jimmies apparently move into
freshwater creeks seeking either thermal refuge or
sanctuary from predation.
The blue crab is a highly valued crustacean in our
coastal waterways and, given the toxic legacy of PCB
contamination, constitutes one of the last remaining
immature female crab, called a Sally, sheds her hardened
carapace for the last time, she transforms into a sook
and is ready for mating. Soon after blue crabs spawn in
brackish waters, the sooks head to more saline waters,
whereas the Jimmies remain in brackish or lower-salinity
waters—or so we thought.
It now appears that Jimmies readily enter freshwater
creeks when the opportunity presents itself. We
discovered Jimmies in both the Quassaick and Jamawissa
Creeks upstream of the two project sites. In one case,
it seems that one poor Jimmy became a snack for a
empty shell and some dislocated legs. Visual inspection
underside resembles the Washington Monument,
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blue crabs, were discovered in the creek after Barrier #1 was removed.
Source: George Jackman.
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Power Company. When it
was removed, a toxic stew
We needed people to understand
of PCBs was mobilized
downstream, making
predecessor had straddled
that the Hudson’s tributaries are
the Hudson River the
the creek for hundreds of
pathways
to
critical
habitat
for
our
largest superfund site in
years. Remove the dams and
the United States. As a
depleted species.
result, New York lagged
Restoring ecological
behind other states in dam
integrity by reconnecting
removal.
tributaries with their
Today, though, NYSDEC is actively funding and
receiving waters has been a resounding success in the
partnering with various dam removal projects. We now
Hudson Valley. The largest and most pleasant discovery
have prescience and precedent to show stakeholders
is that dam removal has become a transformative
and dam owners that river restoration is readily
process that is becoming widely accepted by
achievable and can yield extraordinary results. We
stakeholders, municipalities, and regulatory agencies
alike. It appears that success breeds success, and
absent return, nature quickly heals the landscape’s scars,
each dam that falls threatens the next one upstream.
We presently have pending additional dam removal
and the community assemblage of aquatic invertebrates
projects on the same creeks described here, and other
opportunities are fast appearing. We have found the
So what does dam removal have to do with
NYSDEC to be an outstanding partner that understands
serendipity? Well . . . just about everything.
permitted and performed by professionals.
The success of Riverkeeper’s dam removal campaign
is a testament to the NYSDEC personnel who broke the
George Jackman (gjackman@riverkeeper.org) is a senior
inertia after the Fort Edward Dam debacle. In 1973, the
habitat restoration manager at Riverkeeper, Inc., in
Fort Edward Dam was removed by the Niagara Mohawk
Ossining, New York.
makes this discovery so
intriguing is that the Strooks
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